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Abstract:  Fluorinated  copolymers  with  perfluoroalkyl  side  chains  have  widespread  use  in  applications
requiring superior technology due to their unique surfacial properties. Kinetic analysis of copolymerization of
fluorinated  acrylates  with  conventional  acrylates  is  necessary  to  synthesize  such  copolymers  efficiently.
However,  kinetic  investigation  of  such  reactions  are  limited  in  the  literature  due  to  the  experimental
difficulties. In this study, the kinetics of copolymerization of methyl methacrylate with 2-perfluorooctyl ethyl
methacrylate in toluene medium using AIBN initiator was investigated using quantum chemistry postulates as
an alternative to experimental methods. Reaction rate constants (kp) for propagation were determined using
transition state  theory.  A terminal  effect  models were used to examine four  different  addition reactions
involving monomeric and dimeric radicals and monomers for both self- and cross-propagation. Reactant and
product conformations were optimized with a DFT method using PBE0 function. The Evans-Polanyi relationship
was used to calculate the rate of self- and cross-propagation of monomers. The results showed that the
reactivity  ratio  of  2-perfluorooctyl  ethyl  methacrylate  was  found  to  be  higher  than  that  of  methyl
methacrylate. In addition, it was observed that the reaction conditions caused the random polymer structure
due to the different rate constants in self and cross propagation.
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INTRODUCTION

Fluorinated polymers have widespread applications in
both scientific studies and industry due to their unique
surface  properties  such  as  oil/water  repellency
originated  from  low  polarizability  and  high
electronegativity of the fluorine atoms (1-6). Design
of superhydrophobic (7, 8) superoleophobic (9, 10) or
superamphiphobic  (11-13)  surfaces  using
fluoropolymers  is  a  common  and  practical  way.
Perfluorinated  (meth)acrylates  (FMA)  are  an
important member of fluoropolymers because of their
extremely low surface free energy properties (14-17).

However,  adaptation  of  homopolymers  of  FMA  to
many systems is limited due to the many drawbacks
such  as  being  expensive,  having  poor  mechanical
properties and solubility difficulties in organic solvents
(3,  13,  18).  Copolymerization  of  FMA  with  methyl
methacrylate  (MMA)  is  an  efficient  solution  to
overcome these problems, and FMA-MMA copolymer
couples have been experimentally synthesized by free
radical  polymerization using thermal initiators many
times  in  the  literature  under  different  reaction
conditions (15, 18-28). Organic solvents such as butyl
acetate (19, 20, 23),  methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) (7,
21),  cyclohexanone  (24),  toluene  (29,  30)  and
solvent  mixtures  such  as  1,1,2-
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trichlorotrifluoroethane  (R-113)/-trifluorotoluene
(TFT)  (15,  18),  toluene/MEK  (25)  were  previously
used  in  solution  copolymerizations  to  synthesize
fluorinated  acrylate  copolymers.  Apart  from
conventional  organic solvents,  supercritical  CO2 has
been used in many studies as an alternative medium
for the free radical polymerization of fluoro monomers
(26-28).  Although these studies  were  successful  in
understanding the reaction conditions to obtain such
polymers,  and  to  find  out  the  bulk  and  surface
properties  of  the  synthesized  polymer,  additional
studies are needed for a detailed kinetic examination.

The  kinetics  of  free  radical  copolymerization  are
critical for controlling the polymerization process and
the last  product  (31).  In a copolymerization where
two  different  monomers  are  bonded to  each  other
covalently,  there  are  four  divergent  possible
combinations  of  monomers  and  radical  ends,  and
there  is  no  experimental  method  that  can  directly
measure the individual rate constant (kp) values for
different  combinations  of  monomers  and  radicals
(32). In addition, the determination of the overall  kp

is also difficult by experimental methods due to the
reactivity differences between secondary and tertiary
carbon  radicals  (33,  34).  Whereas,  quantum
computational  approaches  which  does  not  require
experimental  investigations provides convenience to
determine many reaction parameters and molecular
structure properties such as the rate constant (kp),
activation energy (Ea), Gibbs free energy difference,
ΔG,  transition  state  geometries,  and  molecular
architecture. 

In  this  study,  we  investigated  the  kinetic  of
copolymerization  of  2-perfluorooctyl  ethyl
methacrylate  (FOEMA)  with  MMA  by  quantum
computational  approaches.  Copolymers  of  FOEMA
with  MMA  were  synthesized  computationally  using
different monomer feed compositions by a free radical
process  in  toluene  medium.  AIBN  was  used  as  a
thermal initiator. The main aim of this study is to find
out the  propagation rate  in  the  intermediate  steps
and find the step determining the reaction rate, which
provide  us  to  estimate  the  sequence  of  the
polymerization. In addition, the reactivity ratios were
determined  for  the  copolymerization  of  MMA  with
FOEMA to evaluate feed/bulk composition balance. A
computational methodology was used to study such
acrylate polymerization reactions, which is adaptable
to  other  fluorinated  or  non-fluorinated  acrylate
polymerization systems.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

Four  addition  reactions  of  monomeric  and  dimeric
radicals  to  monomers  in  all  possible  different
combinations were studied for MMA and FOEMA as
shown in Tables 1 and 2. For all reactions,  kp  were
calculated individually. The ΔG for these reactions was
calculated at 350 K and 1 atm pressure to acquire the

reaction rates of free radical polymerizations using the
Evans-Polanyi  equation  (32)  as  shown  in  Equation
(1),

k p=
kBT

hc°
e−Δ ‡G° /RT

(1)

 
where kB denotes Boltzmann’s constant (1.3806 × 10-

23 J/K);  h is  Planck’s  constant  (6.6261  × 10-34 J/
mol.K);  c°  standard  state  concentration  (mol/L),
which can be taken as 1, and G° is the free energy
difference between the activated complex and the re-
actants (with inclusion of zero point vibration ener-
gies). G energy is associated with a chemical reaction
which can be used to do a work. 

The preliminary study was performed to identify the
best  functional  and  basis  set  compatible  with  the
experimental  study.  In  the  preliminary  study,  the
optimization and frequency calculations were carried
out  with  M062X/6-31G(d,p),  B3LYP/6-31G(d,p),
PBE/6-31G(d,p) and PBE0/def2-TZVP functional and
basis  sets.  The  best  results  were  acquired  with
PBE0/def2-TZVP  method  and  we  continued  our
computations with this method. The results of other
method were presented in the supporting information
file (Table S3).  All electronic energy calculations and
vibrational frequencies were calculated using Orca 4.2
(35, 36). All the reactants and product conformations
were optimized using DFT method and PBE0 function
with def2-TZVP basis set (37) at 350 K and 1 atm
pressure.  However,  the  conventional  optimization
method employed is based on the gradient in energy
and  can  only  locate  local  minima,  and  thus  the
optimized geometry is sensitive to the input structure.
Therefore,  different  conformations  were  explored
using  a  systematic  rotor  search  method  which  is
present  in  Avogadro  software.  The  conformations
having the lowest energy were used as the input. 

Transition state (TS) structures were screened using
the relaxed scan method in Orca 4.2 software. The
geometry owning the lowest energy in TS mode was
used as the optimized TS geometry. Transition states
were  confirmed  to  have  one  imaginary  frequency,
which corresponded to the motion along the reaction
coordinate, and an intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
(32)  was  performed  to  verify  that  the  correct
reactants and product were obtained. The conductor-
like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) was used to
calculate the solution effect (36). 

It is critical to have a quantum chemical calculation
method/basis  set  which  is  accurate  yet
computationally  affordable  due  to  the  size  of  the
polymer structures which were studied in this work.
In many studies, it was reported that the activation
energies  and  kp values  obtained  using  the  PBE0
function with the basis set of def2-TZVP was a good
enough agreement with experimental data (38).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The  TS  geometries  of  the  fluorinated  acrylate
molecules are presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Transition state geometries of a) R-MMA b) R-FOEMA c) R-MMA-MMA d) R-FOEMA-FOEMA e) R-
MMA-FOEMA f) R-FOEMA-MMA (PBE0/ def2-TZVP, 1 atm, 350 K, toluene medium (CPCM)).

The geometry of the transition states, which shows
the minimum energy for the reaction formation, gives
the  significant  information  about  combinations  of
fluorine atoms. The difference between the energies
of the transition and the initial states determine the
experimental activation energy for the reaction (39).
The geometry of TS has the highest energy along the
reaction  coordinate  and  more  free  energy  in
comparison to the substrate or product; thus, it is the
least  stable  state.  Reactants,  products  and  an
estimation  of  the  transition  states  are  required  to
locate  the  transition  state  structures.  Chemical
structures of reactants and representative reaction of
MMA, FOEMA and AIBN are given in Figure 2. The

addition of the radical center to the unsaturated C=C
bond  of  the  monomer  is  shown  in  Figure  3.  The
distance between the addition monomer and radical in
the transition state was varied in the range of 2.20-
2.33.  These  distances  indicate  that  they  have  the
partial  bond at their maximum length. Because the
lifetime of the transition state is too short and rapidly
relaxes to the product, it is too difficult to determine
the  kp values  experimentally.  Transition  states  are
specified  as  saddle  points  on  the  potential  energy
surface,  possessing one imaginary  frequency.  Once
possible transition state locations were acquired, they
were  confirmed  using  intrinsic  reaction  coordinate
(IRC) (40).
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Figure 2. Representative reaction of methyl methacrylate (MMA), 2-perfluorooctyl ethyl methacrylate
(FOEMA) and 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN).  

  

Figure 3. The geometric structure of MMA monomer (PBE0/ def2-TZVP, 1 atm, 350 K, toluene medium
(CPCM)).

Table 1. Relative Gibbs free energy of monomers, radicals, and transition states (TS) of molecules (PBE0/ 
def2-TZVP, 1 atm, 350 K, toluene medium (CPCM)). 

Gibbs Free Energy (kcal/mol)

RA• (Radical) + A (Monomer) 0
RB• (Radical) + B (Monomer) 0
RA• (Radical) + B (Monomer) 0
RB• (Radical) + A (Monomer) 0

RA -- A (TS) 16.5
RB -- B (TS) 16.5
RA -- B (TS) 16.3
RB -- A (TS) 16.8

Table 2. Frequency factors (A), Activation energies (Ea) and rate constants for the MMA-FOEMA
polymerizations (PBE0/ def2-TZVP, 1 atm, 350 K, toluene medium (CPCM)).  
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Polymerizations Log10 (A) Ea (kcal/mol) kp (s-1)

RA + A  RAA 3.32 1.20 3.688×102

RA + B  RAB 3.23 0.90 4.681×102

RB + B  RBB * * 3.877×102*

RB + A  RBA 2.57 0.28 2.497×102

Ea:  Activation  Energy.  A:  The  frequency  or  pre-exponential  factor.  kp:  Rate  constant.  “R”  stands  for  2,2’-
azobisisobutyronitrile,  “A”  denotes  methyl  methacrylate  (MMA),  and  “B”  denotes  perfluorooctyl  ethyl  methacrylate
(FOEMA). *The Gibbs free energy  of TS in this reaction was computed as -4980.71 hartree. But the kp value in Table 2
was calculated according to the number of 4980.73 (Table S4). We searched many conformations to find the global
minima, but we could not reach the global minimum conformation. The computations took too much cpu time and large
memory because the structure of the molecule was too large. Because the other kp values were compatible with the
experimental studies, we decided to report by estimating the Gibbs free energy of TS of RB- -B•.

Table 1 shows the Relative Gibbs free energy (G) of
the reactants and TS molecules. The kp constants and
kinetic parameters (A, Ea) of the polymerizations in
Table 2 were computed using the data in supporting
information Table S4. Reaction rate constants (kp) for
propagation were computed using equation (1) (41).
The calculations were carried out in toluene and gas
phase. In the gas phase, the  kp constants were too
low (kp =  10-30-10-50),  so it  can be said that  the
polymerization reaction was not possible in the gas
phase. The results in the gas phase were presented in
supporting information Table S1 and Table S2. When
the  toluene  as  the  solution  was  included  in  the
calculations, the  kp constants raised abruptly, which
means  the  solution  effect  is  very  high.  The  CPCM
model  was  implemented  to  compute  the  solution
effect. In this model, the solvent is represented as a
dielectric  polarizable  continuum  and  the  solute  is
located  in  a  cavity  of  approximately  the  molecular
shape.  The  solvent  reaction  area  is  described  by
polarization charges on the surface of the cavity. The
cavity is generated by the GEPOL algorithm using a
solvent-excluding or solvent-accessible surface.

The  monomer  reactivity  ratios  of  rA and  rB were
computed using the Equations (2) and (3).

r A=
k A−A
k A−B

 (2)                                                                                                                                                     

rB=
k B−B
kB−A

(3)

According  to  the  calculations,  rA and  rB were
estimated as 0.79 and 1.55,  respectively indicating
that the fluorinated acrylate monomer is much more
reactive  than  MMA  monomer.   Reactivity  ratio
differences between fluorinated acrylate and MMA can
be  seen  in  the  previous  experimental  reports
considering  reactivity  ratio  values  or  feed/bulk
composition balance (19,  20,  24-28).  For example,
van de Grampel et al. reported rMMA = 0.76 and rfluoro

methacrylate=1.31  for  poly(MMA-co-1,1-
dihydroperfluoroheptyl  methacrylate)  copolymer
system  using  1H-NMR  data  and  nonlinear  least-
squares data fitting (19). The reactivity ratios can also
be used to evaluate the composition in the copolymer
product  as  a  function  of  monomer  feed  fractions
based  on  Mayo-Lewis  equations  (42)  as  shown  in
Equation (4) (43),

F1=
r1 f 1

2+ f 1 f 2
r1 f 1

2+2 f 1 f 2+r2 f 2
2

 (4)

where F denotes a molar fraction of monomer in the
copolymer,  f denotes molar fraction of monomers in
the feed and  r denotes  reactivity  ratios.  Using the
reactivity  ratio  values  and  equation  (4)
simultaneously,  Mayo-Lewis  plot  of  FFOEMA vs  fFOEMA

was  constructed  and  is  shown  in  Figure  4.  The
predicted  composition  curve  is  in  good  accordance
with  the  previous  experimental  reports  associated
with the perfluoro acrylate – MMA copolymerization
systems, indicating that our approach is easily able to
adaptable to the real copolymerization systems.
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Figure 4. Mayo-Lewis plot for MMA-FOEMA copolymerization at 350 K and 1 atm. Copolymer composition data
for poly(1,1-dihydroperfluorooctyl acrylate-co-MMA) copolymerization synthesized in supercritical CO2 medium
at 332.55 K () (26); for poly(1,1-dihydroperfluoroheptyl methacrylate-co-MMA) copolymerization synthesized
in  butyl  acetate  at  353.15  K  ()  (19);  for  poly(1,1-dihydroperfluoroheptyl  methacrylate-co-MMA)
copolymerization synthesized in butyl acetate at 353.15 K (×) (20); poly(perfluoroalkyl ethyl methacrylate-co-
MMA) synthesized in toluene/MEK solvent mixture at 348.15 K (ο) (25). 

On  the  other  hand,  linear  copolymers  can  be  in
random,  block,  or  alternative  copolymer  structure
depending on the arrangement of  their  monomers.
DSC analysis is the most practical experimental way
to say that a copolymer is random. If a copolymer
shows one glass transition peak, this polymer can be
considered  as  random  copolymer.  In  general,
copolymerization  of  acrylates  with  fluorinated
acrylates  by  using  thermal  initiators  gives  random
copolymer  structure.  For  example,  Chang  et  al.
synthesized fluoroacrylate-MMA random copolymer in
MEK  solvent  using  AIBN  initiator  at  70  °C  (7).
Similarly,  Nishino  et  al.  synthesized  2-
perfluorooctylethyl  methacrylate-MMA  random
copolymer in MEK solvent using AIBN initiator at 70
°C (21).  Park  et  al.  synthesized perfluoroalkylethyl
methacrylate-MMA random copolymer  in R-113/TFT
solvent mixture using AIBN initiator at 70 °C (15, 18).
Ye  et  al.  synthesized  2-perfluorooctylethyl
methacrylate-MMA  random  copolymer  in
cyclohexanone solvent using benzoyl peroxide (BPO)
initiator at 70 °C (24). Ozbay and Erbil synthesized 2-
perfluoroalkylethyl  methacrylate-MMA  random
copolymers  in  toluene/MEK  solvent  mixture  using
AIBN  initiator  at  75°C  (25).  All  of  these  results
experimentally  indicate  that  free  radical
copolymerization  of  fluorinated  acrylates  with
conventional acrylates using thermal initiators caused
random  copolymer  structure.  However,  the
computational  proof  of  this  experimental  result  is

another case. The rate constant of a reaction can be
used  to  estimate  the  molecular  architecture  of
copolymer.  For  example,  it  is  expected  that  the
reactivity ratios (rA and rB) of all monomers should be
equal to or close to zero for an alternating copolymer.
When the  kp values are examined in Table 2, it is
seen that they are quite different from each other.
Therefore,  it  can  be  said  that  the  alternating
copolymer is  not possible in these reactions.  If  we
make  this  evaluation  for  a  block  copolymer,  the
reactivity ratios of both monomers should be higher
than 1. In our study, the rA value is lower than 1. This
indicates that the formation of block copolymer is not
possible  in  these  reactions.  However,  in  a  random
copolymer,  the  two  monomers  may  react  in  any
order. The proportion of the monomers added into the
copolymer  is  a  result  of  a  combination  of  the
properties  of  the  monomers,  the  polymerization
conditions and the conversion of the polymerization.
For example, if the two monomers do not have the
same reactivity exactly, the ratio in the product will
not occur exactly 1-to-1. It results in a change in the
copolymer composition while the reaction proceeds.
At  the  beginning,  the  more  reactive  monomer  is
added more than the less reactive one. When the kp

values are examined in Table 2, the reactivity of the
polymer chain is different. Thus, it can be deduced
that  the  polymer  reaction  proceeds  randomly.  This
result  is  compatible  with  the  experimental  studies
carried out by various researchers (20, 21-28). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A  computational  methodology  based  on  quantum
postulates and transition state theory has been used
to  estimate  the  kinetic  parameters  of  MMA  and
FOEMA  propagation  reactions.  A  conventional
geometric optimization method was used to locate the
global minimum geometry of the monomers. These
monomers  were  added  in  a  different  order.  All
reactants and products were optimized. To determine
the transition state,  relaxed potential  energy scans
were  carried  out.  The  bond  defining  the  transition
state was used to estimate the Gibbs free energy in
the highest energy along the reaction coordinate. IRC
calculations were performed to verify the location of
the  transition  state.  The  kp constants  were
determined at 350 K for free radical copolymerization
in toluene medium. The reactivity ratios for the free
radical  copolymerization  of  MMA  and  FOEMA  in
toluene  medium were  determined  to  be  rMMA=0.79
and  rFOEMA=1.55.  It  was  observed  that  predicted
reactivity  ratios  and  feed/bulk  composition  balance
are  in  good  accordance  with  the  previous
experimental reports, indicating that our approach is
easily  able  to  adaptable  to  the  various
copolymerization systems. 
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Table S1. Thermodynamic parameters computed at 298 K temperature and 1 atm pressure in the gas
phase (PBE0 function and def2-TZVP basis set).

∆G (TS-react) (cal) k (rate) s-1

R--MMA 134795.9732 9.48348773E-87

R-MMA--MMA 191331.3701 3.40388261E-128

R-2MMA---MMA 253066.1944 1.88530918E-173

R-- FOEMA 423292.0851 0.00000000E+00

R- FOEMA -- FOEMA 803668.3095 0.00000000E+00

R-2 FOEMA -- FOEMA 1159976.621 0.00000000E+00

R- FOEMA ---MMA 483062.7089 0.00000000E+00

R-MMA--- FOEMA 483461.3283 0.00000000E+00

R- FOEMA -MMA---MMA 460561.1927 0.00000000E+00

R- FOEMA -MMA--- FOEMA 767284.4602 0.00000000E+00

R-MMA- FOEMA ---MMA 558585.622 0.00000000E+00

R-MMA- FOEMA --- FOEMA 870388.8911 0.00000000E+00

Table S2. Thermodynamic parameters computed at 350 K temperature and 1 atm pressure in the gas
phase (PBE0 function and def2-TZVP basis set).

∆G (TS-react) (cal) k (rate) s-1

R--MMA 136429.3997 4.62900018E-73

R-MMA--MMA 189728.7037 2.40518257E-106

R-2MMA---MMA 250298.7436 3.60065233E-144

R-- FOEMA 423853.5596 1.49590195E-252

R- FOEMA -- FOEMA 800609.6047 0.00000000E+00

R-2 FOEMA -- FOEMA 1156812.665 0.00000000E+00

R- FOEMA ---MMA 484992.2149 9.88661068E-291

R-MMA--- FOEMA 481709.1224 1.10987083E-288
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R- FOEMA -MMA---MMA 556443.4876 0.00000000E+00

R- FOEMA -MMA--- FOEMA 862918.3969 0.00000000E+00

R-MMA- FOEMA ---MMA 555915.6346 0.00000000E+00

R-MMA- FOEMA --- FOEMA 867352.8704 0.00000000E+00

Table S3. The preliminary study results in the different function and basis set.

File name Job opt freq

aibn_opt-freq B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -530.683898777583 +

aibn_opt-freq_m062x
M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt

numfreq
-530.789754769161 +

aibn_opt-freq_PBE PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -530.342724848908 +

r-aibn_opt-freq_b3lyp B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -210.605002312145 +

r-aibn_opt-freq_m062x
m062x 6-31G(d,p) opt

numfreq
-210.635285657286 +

r-aibn_opt-freq_pbe pbe 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -210.459817022986 +

MMA_g1_opt-freq_b3lyp B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -345.573917406707 +
MMA_g1_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-345.619493292794 +

MMA_g1_opt-freq_pbe PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -345.348240266100 -

MMA_g2_opt-freq_b3lyp B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -345.588611162832
-158.92, -

99.61
MMA_g2_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-345.638040898266 +

MMA_g2_opt-freq_pbe PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -345.366536159985 -
r-MMA_g1_opt-

freq_b3lyp
B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -556.191975070327 -16.68

r-MMA_g1_opt-
freq_b3lyp_g1

B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -556.191975062726 -36.59

r-MMA_g1_opt-
freq_b3lyp_g2

B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -556.191974040997 +

r-MMA_g1_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-556.288521310507 +

r-MMA_g1_opt-freq_pbe PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -555.833081894961 +
r-2MMA_g1_opt-

freq_b3lyp
B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -862.529154688673 +

r-2MMA_g1_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-862.683756120450 +

r-2MMA_g1_opt-
freq_pbe

PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -861.982881250647 +

r-3MMA_g1_opt-
freq_b3lyp

B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -1168.839909183060 +

r-3MMA_g1_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-1169.058152291700 +

r-3MMA_g1_opt-
freq_pbe

PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -1168.109343076010 -6.27

r-4MMA_g1_opt-
freq_b3lyp

B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -1475.142105875250 +

r-4MMA_g1_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-1475.422366291610 +

r-4MMA_g1_opt- PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -1474.222309328250 +
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freq_pbe
r-5MMA_g1_opt-

freq_b3lyp
B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -1781.421693099380 +

r-5MMA_g1_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-1781.780927190650 -62.38

r-5MMA_g1_opt-
freq_pbe

PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -1780.325191210910 19.71

tm_g1_opt-freq_b3lyp B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -2385.588424993400 -159.81
tm_g1_opt-

freq_b3lyp_g1
B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -2385.590759104760 15.76

tm_g1_opt-freq_m062x
M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt

numfreq
-2385.797913196300 -14.91

tm_g1_opt-freq_pbe PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -2384.210973070660 -151.44

r-tm_g1_opt-freq_b3lyp B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -2596.216012481470 +
r-tm_g1_opt-
freq_m062x

M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt
numfreq

-2596.470088206310 +

r-tm_g1_opt-freq_pbe PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -2594.700783056990 -10.13
r-2tm_g1_opt-
freq_b3lyp_duz

B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -4981.820703723510 +

r-3tm_g1_freq_b3lyp B3LYP 6-31G(d,p) numfreq -7367.426722815420 +
r-3tm_g1_opt-

freq_m062x_devam
M062X 6-31G(d,p) opt

numfreq
-7368.137540547900 Not available

r-3tm_g1_opt-freq_pbe PBE 6-31G(d,p) opt freq -7363.178413765410 Not available
r-3tm_g1_opt-

freq_pbe_devam
PBE 6-31G(d,p) numfreq -7363.178413561820 -56.43

Table S4. Gibbs Free Energy of monomers, radicals and transition states (TS) of molecules.

Gibbs Free Energy
(Eh)

RA (Radical) -555.93

RB (Radical) -2595.63

A (Monomer) -345.43

B (Monomer) -2385.13

RA -- A (TS) -901.33

RB -- B (TS) -4980.73

RA -- B (TS) -2941.03

RB -- A (TS) -2941.03
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